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Abstract. The Marchenko inversion method of the one-dimensional non-relativistic quantum
mechanics is generalised to perturbations when the bound states are present. The change in
the potential that corresponds to a finite change in the scattering matrix is given as a sum of
two terms. The first term, not related to the bound states, is obtained from the solution to a
Marchenko equation for perturbations and the second term is related to the bound states.

1. Introduction

In an earlier paper (Aktosun 1987), we have given the generalisation of the inversion
method of Marchenko perturbations; i.e., we have obtained the potential difference that
corresponds to the difference of two scattering matrices. The generalisation in Aktosun
(1987) is given in the case where there are no bound states. In this paper, we will present a
generalisation of the Marchenko method to perturbations in the case where there are
bound states.
This paper is organised in the following way. In 0 2, the preliminaries are given and the
notation is established. In 0 3, Newton’s method of removing the bound states from the
scattering matrix and hence a reduced Riemann-Hilbert problem are given in terms of
2 x 2 matrices. Solving the reduced Riemann-Hilbert problem becomes equivalent to
solving a reduced matrix Marchenko equation. The potential is given as the sum of two
terms: the first term is the part not related to the bound states and it can be obtained from
the solution to the reduced Marchenko equation; the second term is due to the bound
states. In 0 4, Newton’s method of removing the bound states is generalised to
perturbations. Starting with a reduced Riemann-Hilbert problem, a reduced Marchenko
equation for perturbations is obtained. The potential difference is given again as a sum of
two terms: the first term is obtained in terms of the solution to the Marchenko equation for
perturbations and the second term is related to the bound states.

2. Preliminaries

In order to obtain the potential difference from the difference in the scattering matrix by a
Marchenko-like method, in Aktosun (1987) we have started with a Riemann-Hilbert
problem formulated in terms of 2 x 2 matrices. This was done in the following way.
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Let

and

@?) be the solutions of the one-dimensional

d2
dx2

Schrodinger equation

-@(kx) + k2@(k,XI= V ( x ) @ ( kX)
,

-

where the potential V ( x ) 0 in some sense, with the boundary conditions

@[(IC, x)= T ( k )exp(ikx) + o( 1)

as x-i

CO

@[(k,x)=exp(ikx)+L(k) exp(-ikx)+o(l)

asx-i

-CO

@r(k,x)=exp(-ikx)+R(k)exp(ikx)+o(l)

asx-ico

@,(k,x)= T ( k ) exp( - ikx) + o( 1)

asx-i-cc

where

is the scattering matrix, T ( k ) is the transmission coefficient, and R ( k ) and L ( k ) are the
reflection coefficients from the ‘right’ and from the ‘left’ respectively. The functions
and
are usually called physical solutions to the Schrodinger equation from the left and
from the right respectively, which is indicated by the subscripts. The superscript refers to
the potential.
Let U ( x )be the potential that corresponds to the scattering matrix

The existence of U ( x ) is assured if kL, kR E L 1 (Newton 1984). Let us denote the
corresponding physical solutions to the Schrodinger equation by
and @
,):
where the
superscript again refers to the potential. It can be shown (Aktosun 1987) that the matrix
wavefunction Y(k,x), which is defined as

satisfies the 2 x 2 matrix Schrodinger equation
d2Y
dx2
where %(x) is the potential matrix that is given in terms of the potentials V ( x )and U ( x )as

-+ kZY = Y%
1

(

v+u

%(x)= 2 v-U

v-U

1.

v+u

Let us define the matrix F(k, x) as

F(k, x)= exp( -iIkx)Y(k, x).

(2.3)

It is known (Aktosun 1987) that for each x, F ( k , x) has a meromorphic extension into the
upper-half complex k plane, which is denoted by C+,
F ( k , x) =I
+ O(Ilk) as I k I -i 00 in c +
where
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and G
' = 6' U IR; det F(k, x) = T(k) and hence F(k, x ) is meromorphic due to the poles
lip1, . , ipn}of T(k) that are all located on the imaginary axis in C'.
I

.

3. Reduced problem
The bound states correspond to the poles of T(k) in 6' and they can be removed from
S (k) and F(k, x) by a method from Newton (1 980).
Let us assume for simplicity that there is only one bound state located at k = ip. Since
det F(k, x) = T(k), we have det F-'(ip, x) = 0 where F-' is the matrix inverse of F. Hence
there is a 2 x 1 column vector

w=(;;)

F-'(iP, x)l= 0.

such that

Since F-'(iP, k) is real (Aktosun 1987), 1 can be chosen as real. Define the 2 x 2 matrix
D(x) as

----

where the tilde denotes the matrix transpose. Note that D 2 =1111/1lEl=
1)= 0. As a consequence, we have for a # 0

D and hence D(D-

Let us define the reduced 2 x 2 matrix &(k, x) as

~=rfi~~
where we have defined
T(k, X)

k+ip
2i p
1- D + -D = l + D
k-iP
k-i/?
1

+--k-ip

1: + 1;
2ip ll l2
-k-i/3 1: +1;

(3.4)
1 +-k-iP

l:+li

Since the matrix D(x) is real, we see from (3.4) that

r (-k,x)=T(k,x)*

when

kE R

(3.5)

where * denotes the complex conjugation. Let A#(k, x ) = A ( - k, x). Hence, (3.5) can be
written as I?#= r*for k E R. From (3.4) we have det r =(k + iP)/(k- ip), and using (3.2)
we obtain rr#=ll.Thus

r-'=r#

(3.6)

and we can write (3.3) as
Fred

=P F .

Note that when k E R, (3.7) is equivalent to Fred
= T*F.

(3.7)
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The matrix
(3.7):

&.d

is holomorphic in Ct and its determinant can be computed by using

k-ij3
det F r e d = (det r#)(det P ) =-T ( k )
k+ip
which does not vanish in @+.
From (3.4), it is seen that for each x

r(k,x)=ll+o(i/k)

as

Ikl+oo

(3.8)

C'

in

(3.9)

and hence from (3.7), we obtain for each x
fied(k,x)=n+0(l/k)

as

Ikl+oo

e'.

in

(3.10)

It is known (Aktosun 1987) that F(k, x) satisfies the Riemann-Hilbert problem
F#=exp(iIkx)S-'

exp(-ilkx) 4Fq

for k E R.

(3.1 1)

.)A

Note that q=(:
Thus using (3.3) in (3.1 1) we obtain
P F Z d

=exp (i1kx)S-l exp(-gkx)qreedq

or equivalently
FZd

=

(r#-'

exp(i1kx) S-' exp( - i1kx)q rq ) qFr;r,dq

(3.12)

where we have used the fact that q2=ll. We can write (3.12) in such a way that it will
resemble (3.1 1):
Fzd

= exp(i1kx) S G exp(~
ilkx)qFredq

(3.13)

where
Si; = exp(-ilkx)r exp(ilkx)Si-' exp( -iIkx)qrq exp(i1kx)

(3.14)

or equivalently the reduced scattering matrix S r e d is given by
Sred

=exp( - i ~ k x ) q r # q exp(i1kx)S exp(-iZkx)r"

Lemma 3.1. The reduced scattering matrix
and
unitary; i.e., qSred q = sred
I

-0

Sred

Sred

exp(i1kx).

(3.15)

that is defined in (3.15) is reciprocal and

= s;: respectively.

Proof. The matrix T ( k ,x) defined in (3.4) is symmetric because the matrix D(x) defined in
(3.1) is symmetric. Using this fact and that q1=-1q, we obtain
qgredq= q exp(i1kx)P exp( - i1kx)S exp(i1kx)qF" exp(i1kx)
= Sred

where we have also used 4' =Qand that qgq = S : this last property follows from the fact
that q = T,= Tin (Newton 1983)

Hence the reciprocity of Srdis established.
To prove the unitarity, note that from (3.5) and (3.15) we obtain
Sr:d

=exp( - i1kx)r exp(iIkx)S* exp( - i1kx)qrq exp(i1kx)

which is equal to S;; given in (3.14).

QED
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Let us write (3.13) as
Fzd

(3.16)

= Ared 4 Fred 4

where we have defined
Ared(krx) exp(ilkx)S;i(k, x) exp(-ilkx).

(3.17)

Since S(k)=ll+O(l/k) as lkl- CO in R (Newton 1983), we have for each x,
Ared(k,x)=ll+ O(l/k) as 1 kl-. CO in R,which can be directly obtained from (3.15) and
(3.17). Using the same argument given in 0 6 of Aktosun (1987), we subtract the
asymptotic values of Fred and Ared in order to obtain
Fr%-i=Aredq&ed 4 - 1
=&cd

-1 + (&ed -4)dfied -114 + d F r e d -1)q.

(3.18)

Taking the Fourier transform in L*(k) of (3.18) by J_",(dk/2n) exp(iky), we obtain
00

%edk

dzgredk y + Z)q%ed(X, z)q + q%ed(X, -y)q

y)=gred(x, y ) 4-

(3.19)

J-m

where we have defined
m

j

%ed(X, y )

-m

fid possesses all the analyticity properties that F has in the absence of bound states
(Aktosun 1987): &ed is holomorphic in @+ for each x and Fred=ll+ O(l/k) as I kl --t CO in
6' ; we have qred(x,y ) =0 when y < 0 and hence (3.19) becomes
Vred(& y)=gred(x, y )

SDm

dz gred(X, y + Z)q%ed(X, z)q

y>o,

(3.20)

which is the matrix Marchenko equation.
From (3.3) we obtain

n) n

F-n =(r-n + n)(n + Fred+ -

=(r--)+(fid-Ij)+(r-l)(F~ed-n).

(3.21)

The Fourier transform of (3.21) by Jym (dk/2n) exp(-iky) gives us
(3.22)
where we have defined
~ ( xy,) E

Jm

exp( - iky)(F(k, x) -1)

(3.23)

-W

N(x,y)=

s,

dk
-exp(-iky)(N(k,x)-1).
271

(3.24)
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When there is only one bound state at k = i p , using (3.4) we obtain
dk

=

2ip

D(x)exp(-iky)

{o

- 2PD(x) exP(pY>

ify>O
if y < 0.

N ( x ,y ) vanishes for y > 0 even when the number of bound states is more than one. This is
because if there are n bound states located at {ipI,$2, . . . ,iPn},we can define T(k, x) as

r ( x , o+>-r(x,O-)=rred(x,O+)-N(x,O-)
where we have defined A(x, 0 f )

(3.25)

lim A (x,y ) ,
y-oi

It is known (Aktosun 1987) that F(k, x) satisfies the matrix Schrodinger equation
d2F(k, x)
+ 2iIk dF(k, x) =F(k, x)A(x)
dx2
dx

(3.26)

where A(x)is the matrix potential given in (2.2). Inverting (3.23) we obtain

1,
0)

F(k, x)-1 =

d y r ( x , Y ) exp(iky)

(3.27)

and hence we can write (3.26) as

$J
dx

m

m

d y exp(iky)r(x,y) + 2ilk

dx

dy exp(iky)r(x,y)

m

= A(x)+

dy exp(iky)r(x, yM.4.
-m

Using integration by parts, we obtain

and thus (3.28) becomes

d
=A+2l-(~(x,O+)-q(x,O-)).
dx

(3.28)
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Assuming that the integrand in the above equation is in L 2 ( y ) ,we obtain the partial
differential equation

and the expression for the potential matrix
d
dx

-(r(x, 0 + ) - q(x, 0 -)).

A(x) =-21

(3.29)

Using (3.25), we can also write (3.29) as
d
d
L(x)= -21 -Vred(X, 0 + ) + 21 -N ( x , 0 -).
dx
dx

(3.30)

4. Generalisation of Newton's method to perturbations

In this section we will generalise Newton's method of removing the bound states to
perturbations. As in Aktosun (1987), we will use the subscript '0' to denote the quantities
upon which the perturbation is built; i.e., we let

be the scattering matrix which corresponds to the potential
1 v,+ U,
2 &-U,

b ( X ) ZE -

(

v,- U,
v,+ U,

Let YOand FO be the corresponding solutions of the matrix Schrodinger equation, which
are the counterparts of (2.1) and (2.3) respectively. We can define Do(x), To(k,x),
(k, x), and Sored
(k, x ) in a similar way as in (3.1), (3.4), (3.3) and (3.15) respectively.
Let us assume for simplicity that the transmission coefficients T,(k) and T ( k )each have
one pole at k=ip0 and k = i p respectively. We then have
Fo = roFo,,d

where

In the case where there is more than one bound state, say at {ipo,, ipo,, . . . , ip,,}, we
can define To as
m

ro=n( i + k W-O'Po,j DOj).
j= 1

In Aktosun (1987) we have defined the 2 x 2 matrix H ( k , x ) as
H=F;'F.

(4.1)
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and &, we can write (4.1) as
In terms of FOred

H=Fb;,',To1rFred

r,'

= (F(td

Tfir, )FC$ Fred
(4.2)

= YHred

where we have defined the matrices Hred(k,x) and Y(k, x) as
(4.3)

H r e d EF(:d Fred

Y Fce,',r;'

r Fared .

(4.4)

The matrix H r e d is holomorphic in C' for the same reasons H is holomorphic in C in
the absence of bound states (Aktosun 1987). The asymptotic value of Hredas I k l 3 CO in
C+is given in the following.
+

Lemma 4.1. The matrix Hred(k,x) defined in (4.3) has the property Hred(k,x)=n+ O(l/k)
as 1 k / + CO in 6' for each x.
Proof. Using (3.8) we can write (4.3) as
(4.5)

e'

As 1 k 1 + CO in
we have Fared, Fred
=a + O(l/k) as seen from (3.10) and that 1/To =
1 + O(l/k) (Deift and Trubowitz 1979). Since
k + ipo
- 1 + O(l/k),
k-ipo

--

from (4.5) we obtain Hred
='U

+ O(l/k)as

Ikl+

CO

in

' for x.

QED

Using (3.13) and (4.3) we can formulate a Riemann-Hilbert problem for H,d(k, x) as
follows :
#- 1

Hpad=Ford

FEd

= qF(:d q exp(ilkx) Sored
exp( -ilkx) exp(i1kx)S;A exp(-ilkx)qFredq
= (qFr;;d'

q exp(ilkx) Sored
Si; exp( - ilkx)qForedq)q Fq;ldFred 4

and hence
HZd

= YredqHredq

k E IR

where we have defined the matrix Yred(k,x) as
yred E

qF(:d

exp(ilk.4 Sor,

SA exp( - ilkX)4

4.

(4.7)

Solving (4.6) for H r e d constitutes a Riemann-Hilbert problem. We will solve (4.6) by a
Marchenko-like method given in Aktosun (1 987).
Define the matrices Are&, x) and Ered(k, x) as
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By lemma 3.1, So, and Sred are still unitary and hence
-*
s;;d= gored
+ d:,d = s<:d
+ Ared.

Hence from (4.7) we obtain
g e d

=4F& 4 exp(ilkx)Sord(SO,$ + d*)eXp( -i1kx)qFord 4

=il+ qF&$4 exp(i1kx) Soredd*exp( - ilkx)qFord q
and thus from (4.9) we see that
8 r d = 4FcA

4 exp (ilkx) Sordd*exp( - ilkx)q F%d
4.

(4.10)

As seen in the proof of lemma 4.1, Ford,
FO,$ =
+IO(l/k) as 1 k I + 03 in +.Since
Sored,
Sred =
+IO(l/k) as I kl+ 03 in R, from (4.10) we obtain for each x, &red(k, x)=
O(l/k)as(kl+coiniR.
To obtain the Marchenko equation for perturbations we can proceed as follows. By
subtracting the asymptotic value of H r e d from both sides of (4.6), we obtain
HZd

(&red + n)qHred4 - 1

en=

=&red4Hrd4 f dHred-n)4.

The Fourier transform by I-",(dk/2n) exp(iky) of the above equation gives us
&ed(%Y)=

1: $

(4.11)

8redqHrcdq exp(iky) + <red(x, -y)

where we have defined

(4.12)
is holomorphic in k E C
' for each x and by lemma 4.1, Hrd=Ii + O(l/k) as I k I -+ 03 in
C'. Hence (red(& y ) = 0 when y < 0 and we can write (4.1 1) for y > 0 as

Hred

(4.13)

Using the fact that
perturbations:

<red(&

y)=O for y

< 0, (4.13) becomes the

1

Marchenko equation for

a

<red(x,y)=Wred(&y) +

dzWred(x,Y+zZ)q<rd(&z)4

y>o.

To obtain the change in the matrix potential, h ( x ) - A ~ ( x ) ,we can proceed as follows.
From (4.2) we have

H-nq

+ y-n)(n+Hred-n)-n

=( y-1)

+ (Hred -1)

f

( Y-1) (Hrcd -1).
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The Fourier transform of the above equation by l-",(dk/27r) exp( -iky) gives us
c(x, Y)=z(x, y ) &ed(X,y ) +

J

m

dzZ(x, Y-Z)&ed(X, z)

(4.14)

-W

where we have defined

Jm

((x, y ) =

-m

Z(x, y ) 3
Since (red(& y ) = 0 for y

$ exp(

- iky)(H(k, x) -1)

(4.15)

L, ::

-exp( -iky)(Y(k, x) -I),

< 0, we can write (4.14) as

((x, 0 + ) - g x , 0 - ) = Z(x, 0 + ) - Z(x, 0 -)

+ &(X,

0 + ).

(4.16)

The following lemma shows that (4.16) is related to the perturbation of the matrix
potential.

Lemma 4.2. The perturbation l(x) -Ao(x) of the matrix potential is given by
d
K4 - l o (XI = -21 (<(x, 0 + ) - ((x, 0 - ))
dx
where <(x, y ) is the matrix defined in (4.15).

ProoJ: Unfolding the Fourier transform in (4.15), we obtain

1,
m

~

kXI =, I +

d y t(x, v>exp(iky).

(4.17)

From equation (9.5) in Aktosun (1987), we know that H(k,x) satisfies the matrix
Schrodinger equation
d2
dx2

-H + 2iIk-

dH
dx

dH
+K q +loH=Hl
dx

(4.18)

where K(x) is the scalar defined as
K(x)=

L

dt(h(t)- Uo(t)).

(4.19)

Using (4.17) in (4.18) we obtain

d "
dy C(x,y)ik exp(iky)=A(x)-Ao(x).
dx

+ 21-

(4.20)
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Integration by parts gives us
m

21

J-

dy ((x, y)ik exp(iky) = 21( - ((x, 0 + ) + {(x, 0 -)) - 21

dy exp(iky)

and hence (4.20) becomes

= A(x)-A&)

d

+ 21 (((x, 0 + ) - ((x, 0 -)).
dx

Assuming that the integrand above is in L 2 ( y ) ,by unfolding the Fourier transform, we
obtain

and
d
dx

n(x)-no(x)=-2I-(((x,O+)-<(x,

0-))

QED

Using the result of lemma 4.2 in (4.16), we obtain

A(x)- &(x) = -21

d
dx

-<&, 0

d

+ ) - 21 (Z(x, 0 -i- ) - Z(x, 0 -)).
dx

5. Conclusion
In this paper the Marchenko method of obtaining the potential difference is given when the
bound states are present. The potential difference is given as a sum of two terms: the first
term is the part not related to the bound states and it can be obtained from the solution to
the Marchenko equation for perturbations formulated here; the second term is the part that
is due to the bound states.
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